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Be realistic if you are looking for a terrier these are ‘working type’ terriers. We save terriers 

lives many of them have bitten and many of our terriers need terrier owners who can get 

them. Our terriers can sit there as it is extremely damaging for both our terrier and the 

receiving family if they are over-estimated and returned within a week because our cautionary 

approach and measures are not followed. Delightful but need respect!  

 

Spencer 6 year old who did well in his original family but 

became apprehensive after a vet appointment. His 

owners found his energy too intense..,he certainly is a 

wired Patterdale. Can be very loving on his terms. Small 

lad who will bring a lot of fun into an experienced terrier 

family who can help him to unwind & chill a bit. Settle 

now kennels & has many friends. Not for children & 

avoid strangers/ visitors he needs hands off approach. 

ON HIS TERMS & even then reserve as doesn‟t like 

fussing around the neck. Experienced terrier home on. 

Focused ..on you!  

 

Stan is a classic Pattie. He looks a little rugged at the 

moment & has a docked tail which is quite a rarity. 

Bonds well shown confident handling & courteous 

manners. Finding his paws with our terrier experienced 

volunteers & his confidence will grow. Stan has good 

dog skills & was exercised in the paddock at the other 

centre with another terrier. He is amenable Suspect 

Stan hasn‟t led a sheltered life but rubbed along with 

whoever he needed to rub along with. Just shy of new 

humans but watch him. Our Man!  

 

Luna grew up with an alcoholic Luna carries this still but 

is working through her difficult beginnings. We use a 

muzzle in public again to allow her to round off her skills 

which in many cases are first time exposure. So many 

of our terriers emerge from novice or simply non terrier 

homes. Luna‟s owner was neglectful & no sense of her 

needs. Luna is catching up fast & being loved by all our 

walkers & staff as she begins to piece life together. 

Moonshine  

 

Ralph 6 yrs old & a worried little Jack. Ralph wants to 

love but needs his space respected. Careful 

management: Can‟t take his collar or harness off 

without very experienced terrier handler so he can‟t 

bite. Not for children. Anxious; concerns are real to him. 

Meeting known people, he can forget himself & give a 

huge “smiley paws on your knees” greeting. Ralph has 

his own quiet room yes he can give passing dogs „what 

for‟ but loves his own space, his walks & housetrained. 

Worryguts sunbeam 
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Roco 7 years old. Bought as a „Chihuahua x pup”!!! or 

was his owners taken in? Roco is the Patterdale with a 

slight nervous streak which he has learned to control. 

Since he has been with us & ESPECIALLY in foster Roco 

has grown in confidence. No for children. Roco is 

enjoying letting his fur down, meeting & greeting and 

now has many doggie friends. Communicates when he 

needs his space.  Brilliant  

 

Johnny Johnny has matured in Rescue. He still can alert 

you meeting new situations but has learned to settle 

and meet calmly. He soon accommodates and adjusts to 

new situations. Needs reassurance and then loses his 

nerves and ventures forwards... his terrier boldness 

gives him courage to explore. Likewise he was shrill in 

voice which helps him to warn others he is there, but 

has learnt to calm his nerves. Loves to meet other dogs 

and roll on his back. Fostered with 2 other dogs. 

 

Toby. Mr Toblerone 9 years young and a real good 

looker. Needs his owner to get the measure of him and 

seek his permission and appreciate as with Patterdales 

intimacy and care is on their terms. Let a sleeping dog 

lie‟ He has had a few mishaps in his life but managed 

well and had fun-times. Sadly a 3 year old came into his 

life and his liberty was curtailed. He now is looking for 

new horizons and is a heart winner.   

 

Mika 11 years old. A Patterdale owner would understand 

how to manage him & would reap the desserts. Mika is 

the “bees knees” of terriers. Needs a stress free life 

which is active & engaging. Mika has a job to do with 

anything that moves & is on the case. Mika has been in 

Rescue since he got out of the back gate & jumped up 

at a postman, both danced which prompted Mika to bite. 

Mika needs a muzzle when on his walk and vets because 

he can deflect onto his walker. Mika associates his 

muzzle with adventures.  

 

Chanel ?5 years came from Spain in April. Another 

foreign dog where there was no one behind the family to 

pick up the pieces when they felt out of their depth. 

Rescueremedies / Terrierrescue continue to save foreign 

dogs with nowhere to go as their Rescuers only deal 

with the placement, not involved to care what happens 

to the dog. Well little Miss Chanel is a wonderful 

affectionate girl who just has some surface nerves with 

new approaches. She is building up many friendships 

here and it truly a delightful terrier miss! 
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Rocco Another18 month old baby who is in his prime 

and trying to work it all out. Patterdales have strong 

drives and need perceptive owners to get the measure 

of them. Rocco also would enjoy an active life to explore 

life to its full but always on the end of a lead  so he is 

guaranteed to have supportive encounters and goes 

home with you for sure! 

 

Robbie Robbie was found stray, neutered, chip revealed 

he is 7 years old. Robbie is a wired Patterdale as they 

are and people that stumble into Patterdale ownership 

soon awake to their intensity and yet very loving side. 

Robbie is very manageable and is beginning to settle 

within the Centre 

 

Pip 17 months old. Has had a broad scope upbringing 

living alongside chickens, cats, snakes, tortoises and 

older children. Pip however was shielded from visitors 

and has nerves with new people and vets. Changes in 

the family has meant the family are no longer able to 

accommodate him as change in family circumstances.  

Pip is trying to accommodate to kennel life and we are 

putting lots of work in to help him 

  

Terrierrescue.co.uk a specialist part Rescueremedies.co.uk Forum: rescueremediesdogrescue.co.uk 

ALL OUR Terriers are strictly on lead and need strict exit management and terrier proof gardens. A 
terrier’s life depends on this. Killed on the road: Cats/ Squirrels and terriers.  
Don’t be naïve or rise to pressure to let your terrier off lead, their life depends on you being responsible. 

 


